
Wideland Castle



This project is located near the interchange, and it is close to building lands 

and a riverside, the surrounding is expansive and empty. Because the client 

is a German car import agency, the simple, neat, steady, and luxury interior 

design style are emphasized, it allows the cars to be the focus of attention. 

Besides, the transparentized walls bring the harmonious feelings from the 

outside to the inside of the building.



For the interior design, black and white colors are used to set a modern 

concise tone, additionally, rose gold titanium metal strips are utilized to add 

luxury and warmth to the space. The interior design is in line with the fancy 

appearance of German cars. On each floor, glass curtain walls replace 

concrete walls, which allows light to penetrate into interior building spaces 

and increases the energy efficiency of building, moreover, the glass curtain 

walls bring visual comfort to a new level, and it creates a relaxing ambiance.



The 7,118 square feet space consists of three floors. On the first floor, 

reception area, repair area, maintenance area, and show room are 

contained. The simplified interior design creates a dynamic space, where 

the staff can immediately provide services under the brand spirit of 

"Service First".



The open office design reduces the gap between supervisors 

and employees, and it maximizes natural light as well. Besides, 

the air conditioning system with independent controls gives 

ideal energy saving performance.



The third floor is arranged as resting area, where makes customers feel 

at home and provides wonderful experience with expansive views of the 

surrounding landscape, furthermore, this floor has two nursing rooms, a 

massage room, and dining area.



This project is located in an expansive area, for amplifying this geographical 

advantage, glass curtain walls are utilized to minimize the segmentation 

of indoor and outdoor and to bring expansive views of the surrounding 

landscape.

 




